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ABSTRACT
App stores allow globally distributed users to submit user feedback, in the form of user reviews, about the apps they download. Previous research has found that many of these reviews contain valuable information for software evolution, such as bug reports or feature requests, and has designed approaches for automatically extracting this information. However, the diversity of the feedback submitted by users from diverse cultural backgrounds and the consequences this diversity might imply have not been studied so far.

In this paper, we report on a cross-cultural study where we investigated cultural differences in app store reviews and identified correlations to cultural dimensions taken from a well-established cultural model. We analyzed 2,560 app reviews written by users from eight countries with diverse national culture. We contribute evidence about the influence of cultural factors on characteristics of app reviews. Our results also help developers of automated feedback analysis tools to avoid cultural bias when choosing their algorithms and the data for training and validating them.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Cultural characteristics;
• Human-centered computing → User studies; • Software and its engineering → Software evolution;
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1 INTRODUCTION
App stores are software distribution platforms that allow users to search, buy and download software for mobile devices, as well as to provide feedback about their satisfaction and experience with apps through reviews.

Popular app stores such as the Apple App Store and Google Play host millions of apps [2], [39], have a presence in over 150 countries [1] and are accessed by a global audience of users who download their apps and write reviews on a regular basis.

Previous studies [27], [35] showed that app store reviews include information that is useful to analysts and app designers, such as user requirements and bug reports. This feedback represents a “voice of the users” and can be used to drive the development effort and improve forthcoming releases.

Existing work, e.g., [6], [8], [17] has addressed the large number of reviews received by popular apps, their unstructured nature and varying quality by proposing to automatically analyze the feedback with data mining techniques—reducing developers’ and analysts’ effort when analyzing the reviews.

Users who provide feedback through app store reviews are distributed all over the world, and it is highly probable that the culture in which users are rooted influences the way they provide feedback. However, this phenomenon has not been studied so far by the software engineering research community.

Studying the influence of cultural differences on feedback provided in app reviews is not just motivated by the general scientific goal of backing believed or probable phenomena with data. There is also a strong practical motivation concerning the automatic analysis of user feedback: So far, possible cultural differences have not been accounted for when designing algorithms for automatic feedback analysis. This omission may result in algorithm bias.

Such bias occurs when algorithms for feedback analysis are trained and evaluated on data sets that are not representative of the users’ diverse demographic and cultural backgrounds. For example, algorithms for classifying user reviews into different categories (e.g., [14], [30], [38]) could be more apt to correctly categorize reviews from users having the same or a similar cultural context as the reviews with which the algorithms were trained and evaluated. Ranking algorithms prioritizing user feedback (e.g., [6],[16],[43]) could, for instance, favor reviews written by users from cultures that tend to a more verbose or emotional language, or those that tend to faster reactions when giving feedback. This could lead to a selected user empowerment—in which feedback by users from particular cultural contexts has a stronger influence on the evolution of an app than feedback by other users.

To our best knowledge, the effects of cultural diversity on the automatic analysis of user reviews have not been studied yet. Moreover, there is little understanding to what extent user reviews differ from one country to another and which differences should be considered when designing algorithms for analyzing user feedback.

In this work we take a step towards this direction and study differences among culturally diverse countries when giving feedback about software applications. We selected a representative sample of 2,560 reviews from a data set of 59,203 reviews that we collected over a period of two months. The sample size of 2,560 reviews is small enough for the required manual labeling of reviews and
large enough for drawing statistically valid conclusions. We studied cultural differences and similarities when giving feedback in terms of sentiment expression, gender representation, timing, rating, content and length by using content analysis techniques and statistical tests. We then identified common patterns by using a well established cultural model [20].

The contribution of this work is twofold. First, we provide data and statistical evidence about the influence of cultural factors on characteristics of app reviews—while previously there were only beliefs that, with rather high probability, cultural differences observed in other fields would also somehow manifest in app reviews. By making our data available\(^1\), we enable replication and encourage further research in this direction. Second, our results shed light on potential algorithm bias due to cultural factors in automatic feedback analysis. While an in-depth analysis of algorithm bias is subject to future research, our results provide initial evidence that algorithm bias due to cultural factors is not just a hypothetical threat.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 User Feedback and Software Evolution.

Previous research [35] found that user feedback is essential for software quality and for identifying ideas for improvement. Pagano and Maalej [36] and Hoon [25] conducted exploratory studies and analyzed characteristics of user feedback from app stores, such as frequency, length, rating and content. In contrast to the study presented in this work, they focused on feedback available in the United States App Store.

User feedback mining has received a considerable amount of attention in the recent years. Among the most studied platforms for obtaining user feedback are app stores. Martin et al. [31] surveyed the most relevant work in the area. Much of the existing work has focused on the classification, summarization and prioritization of the feedback. Supervised machine learning approaches have often been applied for automatically classifying user feedback e.g., [14], [30], [38]. Topic modeling and clustering algorithms have been used for its summarization [8], [17], [26], [43]. Approaches have also been proposed for detecting spam [5], retrieving reviews with different opinions about specific features [13] and linking the reviews to source code [37].

2.2 Culture

In the words of Hofstede, “culture is the software of the mind” [21], shaping our perceptions, behavior and attitudes. In this paper we expand on Hofstede’s work about finding cultural similarities and differences between countries [20], [22]. During a period of 15 years, Hofstede surveyed 116,000 IBM employees based in 67 countries, resulting in a model measuring cultural differences among countries. While there are several culture models (e.g., [10], [19], [28]) we chose this one as it is the most widely used in software engineering contexts [3]. The Hofstede model consists of six dimensions:

- **Power Distance**: refers to the degree to which members of the country accept and expect that power is distributed unequally.
- **Individualism vs. Collectivism**: indicates the extent to which members of a society are integrated into groups.
- **Masculinity vs. Femininity**: evaluates the differentiation between genders in a society. A society with a high Masculinity will have a stronger differentiation than a society with a low Masculinity.
- **Uncertainty Avoidance**: indicates the extent to which people in a society are resistant to unpredictable and ambiguous situations.
- **Long-term vs. Short-term Time Orientation**: refers to people’s tendencies to focus on future or present goals. People in societies with a higher long-term index will consider the future more important than those with a short-term orientation.
- **Indulgence vs. Restraint**: indicates the extent to which a society expresses their wants and impulses. More indulgent societies—those with a higher Indulgence index, tend more to gratification than those with a lower Indulgence index.

The indexes of the different dimensions range between 0 and 100, with 50 as an average score. Results from the Hofstede model should be interpreted so that if an index is under 50, the culture scores relatively low on that dimension and if an index is over 50, the culture scores relatively high on the concerned dimension. It is important to note that a country’s specific indexes on the dimensions are relative, i.e., the model can only be used purposefully when making comparisons.

Existing work in the software engineering domain has performed cross-cultural studies for understanding the adoption of agile practices across different cultures [3], the impact of agile practices on reducing sociocultural distances [24], as well as for understanding the challenges encountered by globally distributed software teams [9], [29]. Work in human-computer interaction has found that users from diverse cultural backgrounds have different preferences when interacting with software [34], [41], and has proposed approaches for adapting software to these differences [40]. This work motivates our study as users with different interaction preferences will most probably write feedback from different perspectives, leading to culturally diverse feedback.

3 STUDY

3.1 Scope

The goal of our study is to investigate if user feedback submitted in diverse cultural contexts differs in its characteristics and how such differences relate to cultural dimensions in Hofstede’s model (cf. Sect. 2.2). We study six characteristics of app reviews:

- **Sentiment**: The affect present in the user feedback text.
- **Content**: The category of the feedback with respect to software evolution (i.e., bug report, feature request or other).
- **Gender**: The gender of the user submitting the feedback.
- **Rating**: Ordinal scale score (from one to five stars) provided by the users together with the textual feedback to express their satisfaction with the concerned app.
We collected reviews available in Apple’s App Store, written in English. We were interested in investigating if such bias can also be observed on Android’s Google Play. We chose to study feedback written in English, from eight countries: Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, India, Singapore, South Africa, United Kingdom and United States. We chose these specific countries because of the differences among them across all six dimensions of national culture present in Hofstede’s model [23]. Since each dimension represents specific cultural traits, larger differences in the degree of the dimensions conduct to larger differences in the behaviour of the respective cultures—our selected countries are thus, culturally diverse under the Hofstede model.

We limited the scope of our study to user feedback provided as reviews (written in English) in Apple’s App Store, one of the largest mobile application distribution platforms, which has a global presence, hosts a variety of applications, and has separate stores for most countries. The last feature is the main reason for choosing this platform for our study: it makes it easy to identify the country of origin for each feedback instance. This is not possible in other popular platforms commonly used in research studies, such as Android’s Google Play. We chose to study feedback written in English as it is the most widely used language in computing and a language in which all study authors were fluent. Further, the authors would not have been capable of analyzing reviews written in all native languages of the countries included in our study.

As we only consider user feedback in the form of reviews submitted to app stores in our study, we will use the terms user feedback and review interchangeably for the remainder of this paper.

3.2 Research Method

After collecting a raw data set of 59,203 reviews, we selected a representative sample of 2,560 reviews which we then analyzed, partially with automatic processing and partially by manual inspection and labeling. Then we employed statistical tests for identifying significant differences among the feedback given by users from distinct national cultures. The term national culture denotes the predominant cultural traits in a country. Finally, we compared the distribution of our observed results to those of Hofstede’s culture model [20], [22] (see Section 2.2).

We performed our analysis across all apps, as opposed to per app. The main reason for this is that the per app analysis would have needed a larger manual analysis of data for each of the apps in order to have statistically valid results, and this was not feasible due to limited resources.

The details of data collection and analysis are given in the remainder of this section; the results are reported in Section 4.

3.3 Data Collection

We collected reviews available in Apple’s App Store, written in English, from eight countries: Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, India, Singapore, South Africa, United Kingdom and United States. We chose these specific countries because of the differences among them across all six dimensions of national culture present in Hofstede’s model [23] (see Figure 1) and because they are representative of different world regions. Further, all of these countries had an App Store presence and use English as an official language, i.e., English is either spoken natively or as a second language in the selected country. This guarantees a certain level of language fluency in the analyzed reviews. Choosing countries from geographically and culturally diverse regions also helps reduce potential bias and improves the validity of our results.

We collected reviews for seven apps from the eight chosen countries. We selected popular apps that were among the most downloaded in the App Store, since their high number of reviews helps ensure the statistical validity of our results. To enable direct comparisons among the chosen countries, we chose apps that were available in the App Stores of all countries. To prevent bias we chose apps belonging to different domains according to the App Store taxonomy (e.g., social media, health and fitness).

In total we collected 59,203 reviews in the period between May 1st and June 30th, 2017 (see Table 1). For this purpose, we modified an openly available scraper3.

3.4 Sampling

We used the 95% confidence interval by country to compute the minimal sample size to perform a valid statistical analysis. For this purpose, we took the total number of reviews in our data set for each country, and then inferred the respective number of necessary reviews that would need to be present in our sample set to ensure statistical significance of 95%. Furthermore, we used a stratified sampling, assuring that all selected apps were equally represented in the sample.

The resulting sample has a size of 2,560 reviews. We did not choose a larger sample because we needed a size which is still manageable for manual analysis and labeling. Table 2 shows the number of reviews per app and country present in our sample set.

---

3 https://github.com/grych/AppStoreReviews
3.5 Automated Analysis

We extracted the rating, timing and length characteristics of the analyzed user feedback by using some of the data available through the collection processing, and in some cases performing additional calculations. We extracted the rating score of each review by directly using the rating score obtained during the collection of each individual review. We computed the timing as the difference between the date in which the review was written and the release date of the version of the app concerning the review. The review length was acquired by counting the number of words and the number of characters of the comment in each review.

3.6 Manual Content Analysis

While the rating, length and timing of reviews can be determined easily with fully automated procedures, the accuracy achievable with existing algorithms for automatic classification of sentiment and content in app store reviews is still not good enough in comparison to what human annotators achieve [14], [17], [30], [38]. In order to achieve truly accurate results, we therefore decided to label the sentiment and content of the reviews manually. As we needed human annotators anyway, and there are no existing approaches for classifying the gender of app store review writers that we are aware of, we decided to also do the gender labeling manually.

Three of the authors used the content analysis techniques described by Neuendorf [33] to identify the gender, content and sentiment in the reviews of our sample and annotated the reviews accordingly. We detail the main steps as follows.

**Annotation guide.** To systematize our manual analysis, we created an annotation guide with definitions and examples of the content categories and sentiment scales, as well as instructions for the gender assessment. To avoid strong disagreements, we conducted three annotation trials of 50 reviews each. After each trial, the guide was refined to avoid further disagreements.

For the analysis of the sentiment expressed in the reviews, the annotators were instructed to use a five-level Likert scale from very positive to very negative for coding the sentiment.

For the analysis of the feedback content, we used a simple taxonomy consisting of three categories: "bug report", "feature request" and "other". This taxonomy is inspired by the results of previous work [14], [12], [15],[35], [43] which found that user feedback from app stores and social media contains the aforementioned categories. Annotators could label the reviews as belonging to more than one category (e.g., a review containing both a bug report and a feature request).

Although we had filtered for reviews written in English when creating our data set, it turned out that our sample contained reviews that were partially or fully written in another language. Also, annotators found reviews with illegible characters (e.g., "???!!#$!??!") and reviews that had no clear meaning with respect to the software (e.g., "It's not me!"). All these reviews were marked as "noise" by the annotators.

For the analysis of the gender of the users writing the review, annotators chose between "male", "female", "unisex" and "unclear". For this step, annotators were instructed to identify the first name from the username and then check it with the database genderize.io which contains approximately 216,000 first names used in different countries. This consultation helped reduce annotators’ own cultural bias, as gender anticipation based on first names is a subjective task. For example, the name "Andrea" usually has a male connotation in an Italian context and a female connotation in a German context. For each name entered, genderize.io returns the probability of a name being associated to a female or male gender, except when there is no occurrence in the database. Since we wanted to rule out too many false positives, we instructed annotators to only assign "male" or "female" in case the genderize.io database suggested a probability higher than 95%. In case of a 95% probability or lower annotators

---

**Table 1: Data set overview per country and app.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>Hong Kong</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Singapore</th>
<th>South Africa</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calorie Counter</td>
<td>Health &amp; Fitness</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>2,576</td>
<td>3,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>Social media</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1,421</td>
<td>7,724</td>
<td>12,292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitbit</td>
<td>Health &amp; Fitness</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>1,499</td>
<td>2,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>Photo &amp; Video</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>1,609</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1,886</td>
<td>13,959</td>
<td>19,734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinterest</td>
<td>Social media</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>4,426</td>
<td>5,735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waze</td>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>10,381</td>
<td>12,268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whatsapp</td>
<td>Social media</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>1,069</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>1,321</td>
<td>3,517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,564</td>
<td>4,215</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>2,855</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>5,892</td>
<td>41,886</td>
<td>59,203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Sample and study set overview per country and app.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>Hong Kong</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Singapore</th>
<th>South Africa</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calorie Counter</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitbit</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinterest</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waze</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whatsapp</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>2,560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4https://genderize.io/
assigned the "unisex" label and for names not occurring in the database they assigned the "unclear" label. Further, annotators also considered the inclusion of words indicating specific genders, such as "boy", "lady", "woman" or "Mr"; these identifiers were considered conclusive for identifying the gender.

**Annotation process.** Three co-authors acted as annotators. Each of them independently labeled two thirds of the total 2,560 reviews contained in the sample, so that each review was labeled by two annotators. The annotation was done through a specialized web tool that was developed for the task. The tool displayed the name of the app that the review referred to, the name of the user who wrote the review, the review title and the review text. During this task annotators followed the instructions and recommendations detailed in the annotation guide. Each annotator reported an average of 18 hours for the completion of this step.

**Disagreement handling.** For all reviews where the annotators did not agree about their labeling, the third annotator (who until this point had not been involved in the concerned review) solved the disagreement by choosing those labels from the two original annotations that he or she considered most appropriate. In over 79% percent of all reviews, there was no disagreement.

3.7 Statistical Analysis

**Test selection.** We chose the statistical tests of our study by following the recommendations by McCrum-Gardner [32] which take into account the number of groups being compared (eight in our case), the scale in which the data is presented and its distribution.

**Noise removal.** In total, the annotators found 152 reviews that they had to label as "noise" for various reasons (see above). To avoid making conclusions about such reviews, we removed them from the sample. So we eventually used 2,560 - 152 = 2,408 reviews for our statistical analysis.

4 RESULTS

**Sentiment.** Many of the reviews in our studied data have a neutral sentiment, leading to a 0 sentiment median (neutral sentiment) of the whole analyzed data. Reviews from Australia, Hong Kong, India and Singapore have a median of 0 (neutral sentiment), whereas Canada, United Kingdom and United States have a median of 1 (positive sentiment) and South Africa has a median of 2 (very positive sentiment). Figure 2 shows an overview of the results. The differences among the countries are significant (Kruskal-Wallis, p-value<2.2e-16). In particular, Hong Kong and every other country (p-value<0.01) have a significant difference according to a Tukey-Kramer test\(^5\), as well as India and United States (p-value=0.0005), India and South Africa (p-value=3.9e-5), South Africa and Singapore (p-value=0.0005), South Africa and Australia (p-value=2.1e-5), Australia and United States (p-value=0.0003), and United States and Singapore (p-value=0.006). The sentiment scores in Figure 2 show a slightly similar distribution across countries as the Indulgence and Individualism dimensions, and an inversely similar distribution than the Power Distance dimension (see Figure 1). A lower Power Distance index together with a higher index in Indulgence—the case of the countries in the Anglo group, could suggest that users write more liberally and in a less restrained manner, resulting in reviews with a higher sentiment. The opposite could be true for the Confucian-Asian countries, which tend to be more restrained and with higher Power Distance and lower Indulgence and Individualism.

Thus, we hypothesize the following:

\[ \text{H1} \] The reviews' sentiment of a specific country positively correlates with the Indulgence of that country and negatively correlates with the Power Distance of the country.

Using Pearson coefficients, we correlate the sentiment score of each country and its respective Indulgence and Power Distance indexes. We find that users from countries with higher Indulgence \((r=0.57, \text{p-value}=0.14)\) tend to give more positive feedback and that users from countries with lower Power Distance tend to give more positive feedback \((r=-0.53, \text{p-value}=0.18)\). The correlations, however, are not statistically significant.

**Content.** To simplify the content analysis process, we assign user reviews with more than one content category to a single one. For this we use the following prioritization: bug report > feature request > other. This results in the following distribution: 24.83% of the reviews contain bug reports, 32.48% include feature requests (but no bug reports) and 42.69% have other type of content only.

The country with the highest proportion of reviews that are useful for software evolution (i.e., bug reports and feature requests) is Hong Kong with 77.47%, whereas the country with the lowest proportion is the United States with 45.12%. Figure 3 shows a bar chart of the content categories by country. The proportion of content categories in the analyzed reviews is different among the studied countries. This difference is statistically significant (Chi-square test, p-value<2.2e-16). There are significant differences between Hong Kong and all other countries except Singapore and India (Chi-square test\(^6\), p-value<0.0001), Singapore and South Africa, United Kingdom, United States, Canada (Chi-square test, p-value<0.0001), India and United States, South Africa, United Kingdom (Chi-square test, p-value<0.0001), as well as Australia and South Africa, United States (Chi-square test, p-value<0.0021). When comparing the distribution of reviews that are relevant for software evolution (i.e., bug reports and feature requests) among the different countries (see Figure 1) we found that the distribution is similar to the distribution of the Power Distance index among the different countries. Additionally, we also found a slight inverse similarity to the Indulgence and Individualism index distribution. Therefore, we hypothesize the following:

\(^5\) all Tukey-Kramer tests in our work include a Tukey-Dist approximation.

\(^6\) all pairwise comparisons in this step were executed with a Bonferroni correction.
The proportion of reviews that is relevant for software evolution for a specific country is positively correlated to the Power Index of that country and negatively correlated to the Individualism and Indulgence.

A correlation analysis shows that the proportion of reviews that is relevant for software evolution is positively correlated to the Power Distance of the concerned country ($r=0.75$, p-value<0.03), and negatively correlated to its Indulgence ($r=-0.80$, p-value<0.02) and Individualism ($r=-0.78$, p-value<0.03). All three correlations are statistically significant.

**Gender.** Most of the studied reviews (45.51%) are written by users with an unidentifiable gender (i.e., falling into the “unclear” category in the annotation, see Section 3.6). 21.68% were written by users with male usernames, 16.45% by users with female usernames, and 16.36% by users with unisex names. The gender distribution of the review writers’ usernames is different among the countries, with statistical significance (Chi-square test, p-value=4.583e-15). Figure 4 shows the gender distribution of review writers by country. We see two potential reasons for the extraordinarily high number of review writers with an unclear or unisex gender. (1) The tool we used for deciding the gender of the usernames (see Section 3.6) lacks cultural context. (2) Many users do not use genderized names as usernames but rather generic names, such as “Enamul”, “chubby_duck”, “VeryVeryVeryAnnoyedC” and “Hunnibunni bear”.

Due to the abundance of this ambiguous data we did not perform any additional statistical tests, as they would not have any explanatory power. However, we visualized the Pearson residuals of the Chi-square test, shown in Figure 5. The visualization shows that India has a strong positive association to male usernames and a strong disassociation to females. South Africa and United Kingdom are in a similar situation, but with a much weaker strength. Australia and the United States have a strong association to females, while the disassociation to males is strong too. Hong Kong shows a similar tendency, but with a weaker strength. Singapore has a rather strong disassociation to male and female usernames, but a quite high association to unisex usernames. Canada does not have clear associations or disassociations towards any specific gender, but only slightly to unclear and unisex. In short, the abundance of unclear and unisex labels in our data does not allow for any conclusive results with respect to the gender distribution of the usernames. However, our data do show some differing tendencies—with India tending more towards male usernames and Australia and United States tending more towards female names than the other countries.

**Rating.** Ratings in our data are overall positive, leading to a rating median of 4 ($\bar{x}=3.25$, $s=1.73$). Reviews from South Africa and United States have a median of 5, while Canada and United Kingdom have a 4 median rating. Australia, India and Singapore have a 3 median rating; Hong Kong has a rating median of 1. Figure 6 shows an overview of the rating variance in our data. The rating differences between reviews from the studied countries is statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis, p-value<2.2e-16). We found
that the ratings between Hong Kong and all other countries (p-value=0.0007), India and United States (p-value=0.0004), India and South Africa (p-value=0.0007), Singapore and United Kingdom (p-value=0.041), Singapore and South Africa (p-value=0.00017), Singapore and United States (p-value=0.001), Australia and South Africa (p-value=0.00049), and Australia and United States (p-value=0.0002) are different with a statistical significance, as per a Tukey-Kramer test.

The rating scores in Figure 6 show a slightly similar distribution per country as the Indulgence vs. Restraint dimension, and, similarly to the sentiment scores, an inverse similarity to the Power Distance dimension (see Figure 1). A higher indulgent society with a lower power distance could be more willing to rate software in a more positive manner, than a more restrained one. Additionally, a society with a lower Power Distance might be more willing to express their dissatisfaction with the reviewed apps. Therefore, we hypothesize that:

[H3] The rating of the reviews of a specific country positively correlates with the Indulgence of the country and negatively correlates with its Power Distance.

Through a correlation analysis we find that review rating has a significant positive correlation to the countries’ Indulgence ($r=0.77$, p-value<0.03), while negatively correlating to the countries’ Power Distance, albeit without statistical significance ($r=-0.57$, p-value=0.14).

Timing. The overall review timing median in our data is 6 days, with users taking a minimum of 0 days after the software has been released to submit feedback and a maximum of 709 days. As Figure 7 suggests, users tend to give less feedback over time. Canada, Hong Kong, Singapore and the United Kingdom are the countries with the most responsive users, with a median of 5 days after the software has been released, whereas South African users are the least quick with a median of 8 days. The review timing among the studied countries is statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis, p-value<7.409e-05). However, it is only one country that drastically differs from all others, with the exception of India: South Africa (Tukey-Kramer, p-value<0.03). When comparing to Hofstede’s cultural model along the different dimensions (see Figure 1), we could not find any pattern that could help explain this difference.

Length. The length of the reviews in our data set ranges between 1 and 1,898 characters, and 1 and 335 words, with a median of 17 words and 89 characters. Reviewers from Australia and United Kingdom wrote the longest reviews, whereas Hong Kong has the shortest reviews. The character length difference between the reviews of the studied countries is statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis, p-value=2.2e-16). Figure 8 shows the length variance across countries. In particular, the character length of reviews from Hong Kong is significantly different to all other countries (p-value<3.7e-8), whereas there are significant differences in review length between India and United States (p-value=0.009), India and Australia (p-value=8.8e-7), India and United Kingdom (p-value=1.6e-5), India and Canada (p-value=0.01), South Africa and Canada (p-value=0.01), South Africa and Australia (p-value=4.5e-16), South Africa and United Kingdom (p-value=5.3e-5), and South Africa and United States (p-value=0.01) according to a Tukey-Kramer test.

The same differences were observed when analyzing the length in terms of word counts, with a slight difference: Australia and Singapore (p-value=0.03) also differed with a statistically significant difference.

Overall, there is a strong distinction between countries that have English as a native language and those that do not. While comparing the length distribution to the index distribution among the different Hofstede’s dimensions (see Figure 1), we found a slight similarity to the Individualism and Indulgence distribution indexes, as well as an inverse similarity to the Power Distance index. Thus, we made the following hypothesis:

[H4] The length of the reviews of a specific country is positively correlated to the Individualism and Indulgence of that country, and is negatively correlated to its Power Distance.

A correlation analysis indicates that users from countries with higher Individualism ($r=0.71$, p-value<0.05), higher Indulgence ($r=0.80$, p-value<0.02) and less Power Distance ($r=-0.71$, p-value<0.04) tend to write longer reviews.

5 DISCUSSION

Is user feedback about software applications different across national cultures? Our study shows that the answer is yes. We found
that user feedback characteristics such as sentiment, content, rating and length significantly differ at the country level. Further, we also found that these differences follow cultural patterns. When comparing the analyzed data to Hofstede’s culture model we found statistically significant correlations between (1) review content and Power Distance, Indulgence and Individualism, (2) review rating and Indulgence, and (3) review length and Power Distance, Individualism and Indulgence.

The significant diversity in terms of sentiment, content, rating and length shown in our results could have implications for both practitioners and researchers developing tools for automatically analyzing user feedback. Failure to account for the diversity in the feedback could result in algorithm bias, leading to the devaluation of feedback that is given by groups of people from regions, countries or cultural contexts that are typically not considered when training and evaluating the algorithms or models. This is a major threat when we recall that most of the existing work in automatic analysis of user feedback has used data for training and validating their approaches exclusively from the United States or from English speaking countries without taking cultural differences into account. We discuss this problem in more detail in the subsequent paragraphs. For our discussion we focus on three analysis problems frequently studied in the literature.

When using supervised machine learning approaches for the classification of user feedback e.g., [14], [30], [38], the lack of consideration of diversity in the data used for training and evaluating the algorithms could lead to more frequent misclassifications of reviews from national cultures or groups that were not considered. As a consequence, user feedback from misrepresented groups containing valuable information for software evolution, such as usage scenarios, bug reports or feature requests, could be misclassified as irrelevant and discarded due to using a language with a different cultural context than the one used in the training and evaluation of the model.

A similar problem could occur when ranking user feedback using machine learning approaches e.g., [43]. Ranking approaches using weighted functions e.g., [6], [15] are also not exempt from possible bias. These approaches employ user feedback characteristics such as content, length, timing and sentiment to determine the relevance of user feedback for software evolution. If applied indiscriminately on user feedback written by users from different cultures, those that use a more restrained language or that are less emotionally expressive could be disfavored.

The lack of attention in summarization approaches could also lead to unwanted biases. For example, using homogeneous data sets and word-embedding—a common approach for summarization [42] could lead to word associations that are not representative of the heterogeneous user audience, a problem already found to be present when summarizing data from other domains [4].

Finally, our findings on significant and potential correlations between user feedback characteristics and different dimensions from Hofstede’s model could aid researchers and practitioners when choosing the data with which to train, validate and test their algorithms. Though our results are not conclusive, they hint that there could be similarities between feedback from countries with a similar cultural background. Thus, our results suggest that it might not be necessary to train, validate and test user feedback analysis algorithms on data from all available countries, but only from those that are culturally different.

Algorithm bias has only been recently recognized as a problem in computer science and there is little understanding of the extent of its effects and countermeasures for avoiding it [7]. From our work we can conclude that there are significant differences in user feedback from national cultures. However, our study only provides initial pointers. For determining the actual extent to which these variables affect and bias the current algorithms used for automatically analyzing user feedback, further, in-depth studies will have to be conducted.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

There are numerous potential threats to the validity of our study. We present and discuss them as follows.

The notion of culture. A major limitation in our study is the risk of stereotyping individual users based on their country of origin or residence. This study should be considered as a “general behavior” analysis and one should regard the high variability among individual users in the same country.

Furthermore, while Hofstede’s model is the most widely used in software engineering contexts [3], Hofstede’s definition of culture in terms of nations is rather simplistic [3]—as it assumes a shared and stable national culture that does not change over time or national regions. Future work should explore additional views of culture, in which temporal aspects and conflicting perceptions are also considered.

Causality of correlations. In our four hypotheses (cf. Section 4), we correlated our observations to different dimensions in Hofstede’s cultural model. Although some of these observations are statistically significant, they could in fact be caused by other variables, such as geographical, social [11] or economic indicators [11]. Therefore, future work should perform a regression analysis in
these cases to better assess the actual impact of the cultural dimensions. Further studies should also analyze other possible affecting variables.

**Time frame.** It could be argued that our findings are only applicable to the time frame where we collected our data. We mitigated this threat by collecting data over a time span of eight weeks. Considering the short release cycles for most apps (software applications in the app store have a median of 7.2 days between releases [18]), this is long enough to capture several releases for most apps and the various reactions of its users.

**Country congruence.** In our study we assume that the reviews available in the app store of a specific country are actually written by users residing in that country or having strong links to the concerned country, which is not necessarily the case. However, users submitting feedback to a specific country app store need to provide billing information concerning the chosen country. Thus, we believe that the probability that most users providing reviews on specific country app stores have a link to the concerned country is high.

**Relying on human judgment.** For the content analysis we rely on human judgment, which introduces subjectivity when determining the sentiment of the text expressed in a review, the type of content or category of the review text and the gender of the user writing the review. To address this issue we performed our analysis based on the judgment of two annotators. Furthermore, to assure that the annotation task was understood in a uniform manner, we created an annotation guide which contained detailed descriptions of the task and its process, as well as relevant definitions and examples. Also, we conducted three annotation trials in which common misunderstandings were clarified. To increase the confidence of the manual analysis results, disagreements were solved by a third annotator.

**Using names as gender indicators.** Another threat to validity in our work is the assumption that usernames can be indicative of the gender of their users—as well as the assumption that users can be classified into only three gender groups. Further, due to the limitations of the gender identification tool we could not link the username to specific cultural contexts. Hence, there is an over-representation of reviews identified as unisex in our analyzed set. Due to these limitations we did not draw any hypothesis from the gender distribution of users submitting user reviews across different cultures.

**Sample size.** We relied on manual content analysis to study the content of the reviews, their sentiment and the gender of the users writing the reviews. A manual analysis on our whole data set of 59,203 reviews was not feasible. For this reason, we used a sample of 2,560 reviews. To mitigate generalizability threats, we selected the size of the sample so that it allowed a generalization to our full data set at a 95% confidence level, accepting an error margin of 3%. Furthermore, we used a stratified sampling, assuring that all selected apps were equally represented in the sample. We had to discard 152 reviews from our sample of 2,560 reviews because they turned out to be noisy in the manual analysis. Therefore we might not have achieved the 95% statistical confidence that we had calculated when creating the sample from our raw data. With hindsight, we should have selected a slightly larger sample to compensate for the noisy reviews that we had to discard.

### External validity
We mitigated external validity threats by considering software applications from four different domains and from eight geographically and culturally diverse countries. Analyzing applications with diversity in these three characteristics allows us to obtain insight about national cultural differences concerning different software applications and countries. Nevertheless, we only analyzed user reviews written in English, as this was a language that all annotators were fluent in and in which sufficient reviews from culturally and geographically diverse countries could be found in the App Store. Furthermore, we analyzed reviews written in English for countries that use English as a second language, for example, Hong Kong and India. One could argue that in these countries, the community of users who write reviews in English is not representative of the national culture. Further studies should be conducted on reviews from a wider range of countries and written in different languages.

Apple devices are high-end products, which, in many countries, are not affordable for a considerable percentage of the population. Therefore, users buying apps from Apple’s App Store and submitting reviews to it may not be representative of the national culture of a country. The reason why we chose the Apple App Store for our study is that this platform allows to collect reviews related to specific countries. This is not possible in other platforms such as Google Play where such distinction is not available in their API. Further studies analyzing user feedback about software submitted through a variety of channels (e.g., various app stores or social media) should be carried to see if the results of this study hold. Moreover, this study did not include applications with low popularity and further research under such conditions is necessary.

### 7 CONCLUSIONS
We report on a cross-cultural study analyzing user feedback across different countries with diverse cultural backgrounds. We find that feedback characteristics such as sentiment, content, rating and length significantly differ at the country level. Moreover, we also show that these differences follow cultural patterns—and that these patterns can be mapped to a recognized cultural model.

The observations found in our study should be seen as preliminary and further factors affecting the differentiation should be studied. We did not consider user feedback given in other application distribution platforms or social media, such as Facebook or Twitter. We believe that these are interesting directions for future work, as is the analysis of feedback provided by additional national cultures beyond the ones analyzed in this work, and written in other languages. Moreover, the actual impact of the cultural differences of user feedback on automatic analysis algorithms also needs investigation.

We hope that our work inspires software engineering researchers and practitioners to take diversity into account when designing, validating and testing algorithms that use human data or that make decisions for them; and that it helps start a discussion of the consequences that algorithm bias can bring to software users and society in general.
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